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Ever since our beginnings in 2002, it has
been the mission of VIRTUAL VEHICLE to support our partners in keeping agile, efficient,
collaborative and capable to manage the
ever-growing complexity of the industry.

Moreover, four guests will present their field
of expertise: Michael Holzner (iCONDU),
Stefan Rohringer (Infineon), Christoph
Gümbel (Future Matters) and Martin Otter
(Modelica).

In this issue, we look for the key enablers
to handle the current challenges of vehicle
development. You will find out how future
collaboration will look like deploying System
Simulation Governance, Distributed CoSimulation or the Thermal Management
Toolchain.

We invite you to benefit from the value our
300 experts are generating for almost 20 ye-

The Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH is Europe’s
largest R&D center for virtual vehicle technology with 300 employees.
Research priority is the linking of numerical simulations and hardware testing, which leads
to a powerful HW-SW whole system design
and automation of testing and validation procedures. Following this focus on industry-re-
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lated research VIRTUAL VEHICLE is the innovation catalyst for future vehicle technologies.
The international partner network of VIRTUAL
VEHICLE consists of around 100 national and
international industrial partners (OEMs, Tier
1+2, and software vendors) as well as over 40
national / international scientific institutions.
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Editorial:
The Greatest Upheaval in History
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Calculating the right way: Why effectiveness is more important than efficiency, at which
points the classic automotive industry still fails and why Tesla doesn‘t think far enough.
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Automation Environment for
Continuous Integration
Test automation is key factor for gaining development
efficiency and speed. Well-proven agile software development approaches enable a consistent and continuous
tracking of the vehicle engineering progress.
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Enterprise Knowledge Platform for
Future Cross-disciplinary Engineering
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Continuous
Integration
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How can traceability and easy access to data and view-based
context be achieved? Research programs at VITUAL VEHICLE
investigate in Future Engineering, aspects of agility and in
enabling cross disciplinary development teams.

18

Ensuring Reliability with a System
Simulation Governance Approach
How smart is your simulation process? If it produces misleading information, the result could lead to losses. Simulation
methods and tools need reliability – which will be ensured by
a System Simulation Governance Approach.

CloseUp: Use Cases
ADAS Evaluation
Thermal Management Toolchain
Safety Tool Chain
Digital Factory Twin

Further Insights
from Outside

May we introduce: A bunch of use-full cases. Take a lean approach to foster
first-time-right manufacturing control, assess the effectiveness of your active,
passive and integrated safety protection systems with our modular safety tool
chain - or have a closer look at our SimApp for the ADAS evaluation. Finally,
we invite you to “turn the heat on“ with our Thermal Management Toolchain.
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Christoph Gümbel, Future Matters AG:

A Contribution to
Virtual Vehicle Development

There are good reasons why VIRTUAL VEHICLE is Europe’s largest research center
for virtual development - the co-simulation platform „ICOS“, the center‘s general
holistic approaches, or successes like the Distributed Co-Simulation Protocol (DCP).
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22
Pushing Standardization for Simu-

Stefan Rohringer, Infineon:

lation of Cyber-Physical Systems

The Real Change is the Change
in how to Collaborate

The standards of the Modelica Association are in particular in wide
spread use in the automotive industry to develop energy-efficient
vehicles, or are used in model-based control systems of power
plants, or for the design of energy-efficient buildings.

The automotive industry is currently experiencing rapid evolutionary changes
around digitalization. Digital features in cars became more important than range,
size, design and brand image, and an even bigger revolution happens behind the
scenes. OEMs are forced to collaborate across the supply chain.

Martin Otter, Modelica Association:
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Editorial

Why a New Approach is Necessary

The Greatest Upheaval in History
The automobile industry is facing the greatest radical change in history – this was already
true years ago, and it is even more true today. The industry seems to be encircled by fault
zones, shaking its world massively, with more challenges appearing every few months. More
than ever manufacturers have to make far-reaching, long-term decisions that are technically
and economically successful and at the same time socially viable.
To address current and future challenges four
major areas are in focus of automotive and rail
industry:

Agility
The market changes speed up. Companies
have to be more flexible to react on these
changes to be competitive.

Reducing time to market is still one of
the mostly mentioned objectives in
industry.
Additionally, new players on the market are
driving the innovation speed with new ideas
and new methods.

4
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Efficiency and effectivity
Key factors for efficiency are availability and
traceability of data and information, as well
as re-use and modularity of product, functions or models. Furthermore, a user-oriented
and therefore well-accepted supporting engineering or lifecycle integration platform that
enables knowledge-based workflows and
automation.

Collaboration
Processes and structures have to be flexible
enough to enable scalable and effective collaboration between different partners with
diverging development and project organisation or processes. Enterprise culture is getting

a key issue beside needed competencies – for
future product function and development
effectivity.

Handling complexity
While re-use of knowledge and artefacts of
development – as functions, components,
models – is a crucial aspect for efficiency,
system view is required for a comprehensive
understanding of a system behaviour. Data
driven technology and services have to provide a context-based support enabling the
handling of complexity.
These four areas cover the major development and innovation topics alike: development of vehicle software, development of
new automated driving functions, electromobility and generally the development of new
vehicles for innovative mobility scenarios.

In this magazine, we pick out relevant
topics relating to efficiency, effectiveness and quality that make important
contributions to the big picture.
Also we focus on one question: What is it‘s
benefit? And how do you define benefit? Is it
as simple as in a classical formula: Benefit is
value minus costs?
Invest some time, explore the value offered
on the following pages and enjoy the benefit of getting insights about future vehicle
development.
Your editorial team.

Many solution approaches are required for implementation, all of which must be coordinated.
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Interview

Calculating the Right Way

The Focus should now be on Effectiveness rather than Efficiency
by MICHAEL HOLZNER, iCONDU GmbH
The mobility of the future demands a paradigm shift. But expenses in new processes and
technologies must also pay off. In the interview, Michael Holzner from iCONDU explains
why effectiveness is more important than efficiency, at which points the classic automotive
industry still fails and why even Tesla does not think far enough.
Dr. Holzner, the mobility industry has to
launch innovations at high cost pressure.
How do you assess the value of numerical
simulations, following the simple calculation „Benefit = Value - Costs“?
The increased use of numerical simulations is
one of several necessary steps. But it is even
more important to recognize that the “Benefit = Value - Costs” calculation is strongly efficiency-driven and can therefore be misunderstood. It is not about finding the most efficient ways, but ways that really lead to the
goal: The focus should not be on efficiency,
but effectiveness.

So, value should not be understood purely
financially?
If you want to talk about values, you need a
more holistic approach: What goals and what
impact do I want to achieve and how well am
I currently doing that?

“Always ask: What is the added value of
a new solution compared to what I have
achieved so far?“
Virtual development, for example, enables
solutions that could not be developed on
a physical level - that opens up a completely new level of values. It is about a paradigm
shift and not about replacing existing methods with newer ones.
Some classic car manufacturers are trying
to break new ground, particularly in the
software area. In your opinion, are these
promising approaches?
Basically yes, but in some areas the procedure is not consistent enough. For example,
if the project management is in the hands of
managers who grew up in the old world and
outsource to supply chains, as usual, it can be
expected that the desired result will not be
achieved.

6
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What will change in working with suppliers?
If, for example, OEMs directly access suppliers without TIER1, the responsibility must
be redistributed - this requires structures
and processes at the OEMs. Furthermore, it is
necessary to create tools in order to be able
to manage this integration task. Today it is no
longer about complicated products that can
be divided into individual work packages. It
is about complex products in a dynamic environment, where the cross-linked components
have to be considered holistically. Communication in the classic sense therefore is not
enough, it needs new structures and a strong
leadership – all that within agile processes.
Volkswagen CEO Helmut Diess has recently praised Tesla for his journey, as did the
former head of development at Audi, Peter
Mertens. Is Tesla ahead of other vehicle
manufacturers in that case?
Tesla has got other processes and they were
able to start with a greenfield approach,
without legacies such as certain middle
management thinking patterns, classic delivery processes and much more. They also
have advantages when it comes to mastering
complexity: they work with fewer sub-components and have established a stronger
understanding of integration in-house.

“But even Tesla could go further, they
focus too much on electric mobility.“
For future success, a completely new ecosystem is needed. Some megacities are on a
good way, but they too need to be convinced
to work together with other municipalities.
The mobility of the future also needs a stron-

ger link between different industries. Car
manufacturers have to work much closer than
before with local authorities or with energy
suppliers. They also have to switch from a product focus to a focus on customer mobility. If
I want to fulfil the wish for individual mobility,
what do I have to offer? Certainly more than
just a product - the vehicle.
What is needed for the necessary change
in companies? For example, can startups
or lateral entrants be helpful?
If I don‘t guarantee a systematic innovation
process and continually question myself, I follow the usual patterns of success and always
come to the same result - and therefore at
some point to the end. You have to allow
new ways of thinking, even more, you have
to break away from existing ways of thinking.
Whenever structures have reached a certain
size, it is challenging to allow new approaches
– even Tesla is going to experience that.
Getting startups or fresh minds on board
helps and has been tried many times, but
those people were usually not allowed to
implement new solutions, they only had to
assist existing, familiar instruments. A common situation is that startups got well-served
employees as superiors, who left their mark
on each new approach; that destroyed a lot. I
believe that if you allow new solutions alongside the existing ones, you have a chance.
Startups must have the freedom to go their
own way. Greenfield approach! New solutions! More courage to fail!
Dr. Holzner, that sounds like an exciting
future - thanks for the interview.

Michael Holzner studied
mechanical engineering, did
his doctorate in the field of
numerical simulation and
worked in leading positions in
the automotive industry, like
BMW and Audi, for over 20
years. Founding the iCONDU
GmbH in 2010, he focused on
advising especially in the areas
of change and complexity
management, automotive and
organizational development.

Dr. Michael Holzner
www.icondu.de
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The Path to...

Continuous
Integration

Continuous
Integration

The Path to Continuous Integration - Part 1

Automation Environment for
Continuous Integration
DR. MARTIN BENEDIKT, Head of Co-Simulation & Software
DR. BERND FACHBACH, Senior Manager | Efficient Development, Future Engineering
A key factor for gaining development efficiency and speed is test automation. How can this
be achieved? Well-proven agile software development approaches have to be enriched by
full system simulation, enabling a consistent and continuous tracking of the vehicle engineering progress. More benefits: Besides complexity hiding by automation, seamless integration of different development threads is supported.

Motivation:
complexity & heterogeneity
A potentially infinite number of test scenarios, an increasing system complexity in the
automotive industry: These factors, amongst
others, significantly uplift the required
amount of testing efforts. Well-proven testing
approaches like Model-, Software- or Hardware-in-the-Loop are becoming more dominant, and parallelization is a key for economical effective testing and future development.
However: the result is an inherent heterogeneity in testing and simulation subsystems,
which clearly calls for co-simulation for system simulation. In this way, the involved subsystems are integrated, and data is exchanged
for synchronization purposes gaining flexibility in seamless exchange of components
in form of SW/HW or vendor tools along the
different stages of development.
Interlinking different components is state of
the art, but challenging:

8
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Configuring individual testing scenarios
requires huge effort, which significantly
restricts development speed.
In an ideal sense, the test case shall be made
available, parametrized, executed, analyzed
and reported in an automated way - where
the function developer is unleashed to focus
on his dedicated and domain-specific engineering tasks.

What does continuous and agile-enriched vehicle development mean?
Nowadays vehicle development in Europe
is executed along the product development
process (PDP) based on the classical V-Model,
where particularly software is already developed rooted on agile principles. However,
the development of highly automated driving functions also requires the integration
of further virtual/real physical components
on XiL-level, which limits broadly applied
agile development approaches. The problem

is located in the long development iterations for physical systems. Obvious solution is
given by utilization of numerical simulation
models. This way, model development has
to be integrated into the development in a
similar manner to software function development, ensuring a continuous model and simulation update according real measurements
and insights. With the availability of the related simulation models at dedicated levels of
detail and maturity, continuous integration
and development of mechatronic systems is
engaged.

integration, deploy and test framework. The
different kinds of tasks within workflows are
implemented in form of micro-services for the
flexible definition of macro-services, in sense
of a service-oriented architecture. For the
engineers this leads to major benefits:

One step ahead:
approach for automation

The adaption of the agile software development approach to simulation models enables
the continuous integration and tracking of
vehicle system development as well as the
continuous linkage of different development
threads. The described automated test and
simulation environment is developed at VIRTUAL VEHICLE within a series of projects.

Continuous Integration is realized through
so-called “pipelines”. Via pipelines workflows
for automated build, integration and test execution are described. Further tasks like massive parallel testing or optimization for designspace exploration are possible. Traditionally
these pipelines are predefined by responsible
software developers manually. In contrast,
by focusing on vehicle development, future
approaches are aiming for automated generation of pipelines from knowledge-graphs.
From a more abstract point of view, the complexity is hidden by an automated build,

With Continuous Integration, function
developers can focus on their domainspecific engineering tasks by using services provided from others.
Conclusion

Get in contact:
martin.benedikt@v2c2.at

Follow the path to contiuous
integration on page 12.
Get in contact:
bernd.fachbach@v2c2.at
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Insight from
Outside

A Short History

A Contribution to
Virtual Vehicle Development
by CHRISTOPH GÜMBEL, Future Matters AG
It began with a new software - and led to a
new way of development. VIRTUAL VEHICLE was part of it, right from the beginning.

Christoph Gümbel studied
mechanical engineering and led
Porsche into virtual development: working in management
positions at the Porsche AG for
several decades, he implemented pioneering methods for
digital prototyping. Since 2017
he has been a senior futurist at
Future Matters AG.

DI Christoph Gümbel
www.future-matters.com

About 40 years ago the age of computer
aided development in automotive engineering began, roughly with AutoCAD launched
in 1982 as first affordable 2D-software. The
main aim: reducing design cycle times with
the help of computer power. Even though 3D
design applications followed just a few years
later, it took decades until complex system
simulations were possible. Above all, the ever
more stringent requirements with regard to
safety and environmental compatibility were
at the forefront.
In the meantime, we are witnessing the
beginning of a period of upheaval in the automotive industry, which is taking place at an
unprecedented speed.

The associated challenges to virtual
vehicle development for OEMs are enormous, and VIRTUAL VEHICLE is thus
taking on a significance that probably
nobody could have imagined when it
was founded in 2002.
In battery electric vehicles, for example, the
interactions of individual disciplines must be
put into context much more intensively than
before. VIRTUAL VEHICLE recognized this at

10
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an early stage and developed tools and interfaces for this purpose. To name just one of its
major achievements: „ICOS“, the co-simulation platform developed at VIRTUAL VEHICLE,
made it possible for the first time to combine
different simulation worlds into a single, interactive simulation model.
The same applies to the new topic ADAS,
where likewise only holistic approaches
under consideration of tools, methods and
processes, as they are consistently pursued
here, lead to success.
I have been working successfully with VIRTUAL VEHICLE for more than 15 years. The
local and mental proximity to the university
combined with the intensive cooperation of
well-known companies in the rail and vehicle industry means that practice-oriented and
needs-based solutions can be developed
quickly and efficiently. VIRTUAL VEHICLE thus
makes a significant contribution to strengthening the competitiveness of these industries.
Successes like the Distributed Co-Simulation
Protocol (DCP), which became an industrial
standard in 2019 clearly show, that VIRTUAL
VEHICLE is Europe’s largest research center for
virtual development for a reason and that this
will be the birthplace of further important
contributions to future mobility.

Preparing European Roads
for Mixed Traffic

Project
News

INFRAMIX - Final results
After three years of intensive work, the INFRAMIX
project, coordinated by AustriaTech, presented
its final results. Not only did the eleven partners
of this EU-funded project test and evaluate results for three concrete scenarios for mixed vehicle flows, but they also developed a classifications
scheme for road operators to target their investments to support higher levels of automated
vehicles on European highways. INFRAMIX has
stressed the importance of automation readiness
of European road infrastructure for the upcoming
period of mixed traffic with automated and nonautomated vehicles on highways.
VIRTUAL VEHICLE contributed to the development of an independent co-simulation framework, which includes traffic simulations, vehicle
dynamics, automated driving functions, sensor
models and communication elements. In addition, VIRTUAL VEHICLE undertook – among other
things – the testing of ADAS functions that work
in individual vehicles in random traffic scenarios, including mixed traffic components. Another
project result was the emulation of critical virtual
traffic situations in a safe test environment with
real hardware in the so-called “Hybrid Testing
Methodology”, which was developed and tested
as part of the INFRAMIX project.

Testing and Validation
Procedures of Automated
Driving Functions
HEADSTART - Halftime
With HEADSTART, an EU project endowed with
six million euros is at halftime. “Harmonised European Solutions for Testing Automated Road
Transport“ aims to define test and validation procedures for automated driving functions with a
focus on relevant key technologies (communication, positioning, cyber security). These key tech-

Project
News

nologies play a central role in future processes and procedures – a foundation on which traffic authorities can release autonomous vehicles for traffic.

For this purpose, all test instances such as simulation, driving simulator and
real tests are intelligently connected with one another, with the focus clearly
on virtual processes. Within the project, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is - among other
things - responsible for the central work package with a focus on “Architecture, Environment & Tools“. Specifically, this is about the definition and description of the final approval process for autonomous vehicles and thus about
the targeted project result. In addition, VIRTUAL VEHICLE heads an expert
group that deals with cyber security, a topic which is a critical issue across all
project areas.

Bringing Together Internet of Things and
Artificial Intelligence
InSecTT - Project Start
Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) is a natural evolution - both for Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and for the Internet of Things (IoT). After all, it is beneficial for
both sides: AI improves the added value of the IoT through machine learning
by using the data as useful information. The IoT in turn improves the added
value of AI through connectivity and data exchange.
This is where the pan-European InSecTT project comes in: 50 key partners
from 12 nations (Europe and Turkey) work under the lead of VIRTUAL VEHICLE
on intelligent, safe and reliable systems for industrial applications - for example for smart airports or driver monitoring AI. The aim is to develop comprehensive and cost-effective solutions for end-to-end secure connectivity and
interoperability in order to gradually bring the IoT and AI closer together – to
build trust in AIoT systems. The systems developed will be demonstrated in
the project in nine different domains (e.g. automotive, railway, health, smart
infrastructure, for example at airports and seaports, etc.).
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The Path to...

Continuous
Integration

Continuous
Integration

The Path to Continuous Integration - Part 2

Enterprise Knowledge Platform
for Highly Effective Future
Cross-disciplinary Engineering
DR. BERND FACHBACH, Senior Manager | Efficient Development, Future Engineering

Two of the key factors of competitive future engineering are handling complexity and enable
effective collaboration. Agile and holistic decisions require a networked and system based
view on information, interdependencies of data and explorable effect chains. How can traceability and easy access to data and view-based context be achieved? Research programs
at VITUAL VEHICLE investigate in Future Engineering, aspects of agility and in enabling cross
disciplinary development teams.

Motivation
Systems Engineering is an approach to integrate all relevant aspects of a systems behaviour in order to understand the system and to
take holistic decisions. Current organization
forms, education as well as methods and tool
environment do not support this approach or
are even hindering it.

Two aspects need to be addressed: data
and information have to be aggregated
in the context of tasks and viewpoints,
and a highly intuitive and easy to handle accessibility has to be achieved.

Get in contact:
bernd.fachbach@v2c2.at
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The aggregated data viewpoint has to be
the single point of truth for any application
supporting the specific viewpoint or point of
interest for any engineering or lifecycle-related role.
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Future Data Availability
and Traceability
A central enterprise knowledge graph shall
be that needed base – without building another data graveyard. Only meta data is linked
in a proper way to build a virtual data access
point. All team members involved in an engineering task are communicating on the same
current base of data and information without
the need of reports and presentations and
postponing the meeting to collect new data.
They have to be able to navigate and explore easily accessible data from one or different projects together, discuss possibilities,
and derive solution scenarios and variants.
When doing this together, no discipline-specific perspective may be relevant alone, each
team member will automatically understand
other perspectives and objectives to be able
to come to a consent at the end.

To enable various perspectives on the same
data base, data has to be organized networkbased as team members and teams shall be
enabled to work networked instead of silo
specific. Graph based information organization allows different views, which may already
be created instantly.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE has successfully
developed a holistic knowledge graph
platform.

teams. It also enables engineers to derive
holistic product concepts at an early phase of
development with the benefit of instant reuse
of data and information within the context of
existing knowledge and results.
An enterprise knowledge graph will also be
the fundamental base for Digital Twins, tracking all relevant information and data on properties and behavior of a product along its
lifecycle and enabling manifold perspectives
on the same accessible data base.

It provides engineers and management easy
access to context information at any time
along the product lifecycle. Information structuring is no more a question of departments
or silos, it enables topic and solution specific
support for cross-disciplinary engineering

Follow the path to contiuous
integration on page 16.
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Standards

The Modelica Association

Pushing Standardization for Simulation
of Cyber-Physical Systems
MARTIN OTTER, DLR, Chairman of the Modelica Association
MARTIN BENEDIKT, ACOSAR Project Leader
MARTIN KRAMMER, DCP Leader
The Modelica Association is a non-profit organization with members from Europe, U.S.A.,
Canada and Asia. Since 1996, it develops coordinated, open access standards and open
source software in the area of cyber physical systems and organizes international Modelica
conferences around the tools and applications of its standards.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Otter
www.dlr.de/sr

The Distributed Co-Simulation
Protocol standardizes the
exchange of co-simulation
related configuration and data,
for integration of real-time and
non-real-time systems.
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The standards of the Modelica Association
are particularly in widespread use in the automotive industry to develop energy-efficient
vehicles, or are used in model-based control
systems of power plants or for the design of
energy-efficient buildings.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE initiated a new standardization activity – DCP (see below)
– to disseminate the results of the ITEA
project ACOSAR.
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Currently, the Modelica Association provides
and maintains the following standards (all
these standards are compatible to each other
by design):

Modelica Language
This standard defines an object-oriented
equation-based language to conveniently
model complex cyber-physical systems containing, e.g., mechanical, electrical, electronic,
hydraulic, thermal, control, electric power

or process-oriented subcomponents. Additionally, the open source Modelica Standard
Library provides about 1600 Modelica model
components.

Functional Mockup-Interface (FMI)
This standard defines a zip-file container for
the description, exchange and storage of
simulation artefacts, using a combination of
xml-files, static and dynamic linked binaries
and/or C-code. FMI is supported by more as
120 software tools.

System Structure and
Parameterization (SSP)
This standard describes in a logical way with
xml-files in a zip-file container how model
components are connected and possibly (hierarchically) composed into composite compo-

ACOSAR: Standardizing Real-Time
System Integration Structure
After more than 3 years of work, the Modelica Association presented the first version of the Distributed Co-Simulation Protocol (DCP) specification at the 13th International Modelica Conference in Regensburg, Germany.
The DCP represents the major result of the ACOSAR
research project, which was led by VIRTUAL VEHICLE.

nents, as well as how model parameterization
data is stored and exchanged between them.

Distributed Co-Simulation Protocol
(DCP)

Visit Modelica:
https://www.modelica.org

This standard is an application level communication protocol. It is designed to integrate
models or real-time systems into simulation
environments. It enables exchange of simulation related configuration information and
data by use of an underlying communication system (such as UDP, TCP, or CAN). At the
same time the DCP supports the integration
of tools and real-time systems from different
vendors. The DCP is intended to make simulation-based workflows more efficient, and to
reduce the integration effort.

Visit ACOSAR:
http://www.acosar.eu

AC SAR

DCP Standard:
https://dcp-standard.org

Get in contact:
martin.krammer@v2c2.at

AdvAnced co-SimulAtion open SyStem Architecture

Initially, the DCP was intended for hardware-in-the-loop
testing to reduce the time needed for setup and configuration. It supports the integration of simulation models or real-time systems into simulation environments.
Furthermore, it also supports distributed co-simulation.

Get in contact:
martin.benedikt@v2c2.at
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The Path to...

Continuous
Validation
Integration

Continuous
Integration

The Path to Continuous Integration - Part 3

Ensuring Reliability with a System
Simulation Governance Approach
DR. MARTIN BENEDIKT, Head of Co-Simulation & Software
Simulations are intensively being used by nearly all major industries – so the simulation
itself is not a differentiator anymore. What truly matters is how smartly numerical simulations are being used: If a simulation produces misleading information, the result could lead
to losses. Therefore, simulation methods and tools reliability are strictly needed – for what it
would need an Approach of System Simulation Governance.

Video Explanation:
System Simulation
Governance
https://www.v2c2.at/
vvm29-automation
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Motivation

A new Approach

Numerical Simulations found their ways into
various aspects of industrial workflows: FEA,
CFD, MBS, CoSim, DES, DDES, Traffic, EnvSim,
HPC and others are not only being used for
engineering and decision making. Instead,
simulation has become a significant corporate asset, and as such, it is not a decisive market advantage as it used to be.

All these factors have to be considered when
developing an approach for System Simulation Governance: a structured top-down solution from defining collective simulation targets
to simulation quality assurance to provide
right-sized simulations for design and testing.

At the same time, simulations have become essential when it comes to innovation,
because they offer numerous advantages:
they reduce real tests, are reusable and lead
to early decisions on how to improve designs
without spending a lot of money. These are
undeniable benefits, but one issue remains:
Even the best simulations can never accurately represent the reality, and the consequences
of false results can be serious. Additionally,
the development and optimization of crossdomain system functions require a coordinated collaboration between relevant stakeholders – demanding for processes, roles and
data quality measures.
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With this approach, it will be possible to
extend Simulation Governance by collaboration and traceability aspects.
During implementation, several important

1

CREDIBLE DIGITAL TWIN
READINESS LEVELS

factors will be considered, most important
to clarify simulation targets and parameters.
From targets simulation scenarios and architectures will be derived, serving as input for
low-level modelling and simulation. Artefacts will then be provided during simulation
development and utilization in 3 steps:

Conclusion

1. Definition of a simulation readiness level
and the according collaboration process
2. Continuous collaboration by exchanging
agreed data quality
3. Presentation of robust artefact traceability
via a chained digital signature

With an approach like that, models and simulations become of real value and
thus represent a competitive differentiator between companies and industries. Therefore, the key factors for success will be how smartly collaboration
is done and simulation is being used by companies.

The real value of simulation can ultimately be achieved by proving
the quality via a kind of DNA.
This DNA enables the IPR-protected distribution of development artefacts,
unleashing distributed and collaborative virtual system development.

2 2
CONTINUOUS
CONTINUOUS
COLLABORATION
COLLABORATION

DISTRIBUTEDDISTRIBUTED
QUALITY PROOF
QUALITY PROOF

From definition of a
simulation readiness
level and exchanging
agreed data quality
to a robust artefact
traceability.

3 3
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Use Case:

ADAS
Evaluation
The Path to Continuous Integration - Use Cases

ADAS Evaluation –
Complex Simulations through an App
When we talk about “simulation governance”, it is all about the managerial function concerned with reliability of information generated by numerical simulation. An interesting example for solution verification and standardization is the SimApp for the ADAS evaluation,
developed by VIRTUAL VEHICLE under the CICD-Framework.

In this context, the SIMDev Project should
be noted, which is run in cooperation with
Volkswagen. Similar in content, this sister
project aims for seamless integration for the
mechatronic system development, and the
result was an application of the agile software
development approach to mechatronic systems. It defines processes, methods and tools,
it set up testing environment requirements
and it creates a graph-based automation and
evaluation framework.

Get in contact:
stefan.reiterer@v2c2.at
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Coming back to the SimApp for the ADAS
evaluation, it is a good example how simulation governance and especially simulation
democratization can be seamlessly integrated in the development process. It is a proof
of concept that provides a source code, which
can be adjusted through various parameters.
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The app allows developers with no deeper knowledge of the source code to do
various test procedures.
The processes required by the ADAS function are implemented in a graph databank.
Through control switches, developers can set
and adjust parameters that are automatically
integrated in the simulation and the test procedure. All in all, this app provides a DevOps
approach, which means it bridges the gap
between three traditionally siloed departments: development (dev), quality assurance (QA), and operations (ops). Therefore, this
graph-based pipeline generation shows that
complex simulations can be made available
through an app for all developers, thus increasing the level of efficiency significantly.

Use Case:

Thermal
Management
The Path to Continuous Integration - Use Cases

The Heat is on:
Thermal Management Toolchain
This is another use case of Continuous Integration: VIRTUAL VEHICLE has developed a Thermal Management Toolchain within a continuous integration / continuous development (CI/
CD) framework. It allows fast approvals of design changes affecting the thermal management in any stage of the development process.

The integration of components and subsystems and their modification with subsequent
evaluation and documentation is done in a
fully standardized way.

A standardized toolchain consisting of
several tools, each corresponding to a
specific thermal aspect within the vehicle.

The thermal management toolchain is a way
to reduce efforts and to shorten the development phase. To automate the creation and
the application of efficient assessment workflows, the thermal management toolchain is
embedded into a CI/CD framework.

Get in contact:
michael.waltenberger@
v2c2.at

Toolchain within the CI/CD framework.
The configuration of the developed
system is stored in a central repository
(GitLab).
Pipelines are dynamic sequences of
tools derived from graph-based metadata. Tools are taken from the thermal
management tool box (TM Tool Box).
The generated pipelines define how the
unit and integration tests are started
automatically by a build server and
reported to the engineer.
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Use Case:

Integrated
Safety
The Path to Continuous Integration - Use Cases

Application Integrated Safety:
The Safety Tool Chain
The safety tool chain developed by VIRTUAL VEHICLE allows integration in an agile development process of integrated safety systems due its modular approach and high degree of
automation. It allows for an effectiveness assessment of active, passive and integrated safety protection systems under real-world conditions.
The VIRTUAL VEHICLE Safety Toolchain is perfectly suited to estimating the impact of changes in a safety system on accident severity in
a reasonable time. It includes simulating an
arbitrary number of accident scenarios from
ordinary driving to in-crash without user
interaction and it is sensitive to specific vehicle geometry, mechanical properties and the
protection system configuration.

The method is also easy to adapt, due to
the modular co-simulation approach.
A quality and consistency-based automation
framework for CAE process and input variation enables an efficient and effective assessment of safety assistant systems within an
agile vehicle development process.

SAFETYASSESSMENT TOOLCHAIN

The Process:
Get in contact:
stefan.kirschbichler@v2c2.at

VIRTUAL VEHICLES Safety Tool
Chain approach connects seamlessly the different disciplinespecific simulation tools.
This enables a fully integrated
virtual accident assessment.
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Use Case:

Digital
Factory Twin
The Path to Continuous Integration - Use Cases

A lean approach to foster first-timeright manufacturing control
The common idea of a “Digital Factory Twin“ is to virtually mirror real production processes
using simulation models. Function-oriented process control concepts that cover the individual characteristics of each production part open many more possibilities. A key requirement for implementing the concept is using Lean Management for the simulation models.
Process models provided by production planning departments and functional models
brought in by engineering are managed in
cloud repositories that also implement lifecycle management.

Important is, to ensure interoperability
within (real-time) co-simulation.
Therefore, the models involved must comply with the standards of the Distributed-

Co-Simulation-Protocols (DCP) promoted
by VIRTUAL VEHICLE in the ACOSAR consortium. Real-time data streams from IoT sensors or machine data are connected to the
co-simulation service via DCP slaves. Ideally,
after the parameters have been settled and
the models fitted and parameterized, a local
and lightweight numerical model to control
the production process can replace the cloud
solution.

Get in contact:
martin.wifling@v2c2.at

CI/CD concept to enable a lightweight and
low investment factory environment –
based on state-of-the-art communication
standards (DCP, OPC-UA) and model repositories, production processes are mirrored
to ensure conformity
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Best Practice

Digitalization in the Automotive Industry

The Real Change is the Change
in how to Collaborate
STEFAN ROHRINGER, Deputy CTO of Infineon Technologies Austria and Head of the Infineon Development Center, Graz
The automotive industry is currently experiencing rapid evolutionary changes around digitalization. Digital features in cars became more important than range, size, design and brand
image, and an even bigger revolution happens behind the scenes. OEMs are forced to provide insights into the overall car system and its development process to break up traditional
supply chains and start to collaborate across the supply chain.
DI Stefan Rohringer, MSC
www.infineon.com
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Infineon needs specific data on system
development level in order to optimize their
semiconductor solutions for automated driving. Therefore, research centers like VIRTUAL
VEHICLE are essential for suppliers like Infineon to generate and analyze such data.
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“Sense“ is a joint project by Infineon, VIRTUAL
VEHICLE and further partners. The goal is to
develop simulation models for the functional testing of sensors. What might not seem
unusual at first glance is an expression of a
new form of product development triggered

by the increasing digitalization in the automotive sector: OEMs team up in addition to
traditional TIER1 suppliers also with other
lower-TIER suppliers for joint developments
and therefore mix up familiar supply chain
roles.

“Digitalization in the automotive industry takes place mainly on two fields:
driving operations and development.“

Digitalization is not new,
but it is Profound

First – still – in driving operations. For some
years now, 80-90 percent of vehicle innovations can be traced back to the semiconductor
segment (electronic controls, autonomous
driving systems, communication technology
etc.). On this functional side, a complex, digitally controlled overall system has been built,
driven by the dynamics and the growth in
technical possibilities.

Digitalization in the vehicle sector is not new,
think of electronic engine controls or driveby-wire, for example. However, driver assistance systems or communication features
made digitalization noticeable for drivers
- and therefore a decisive factor in purchasing. This increased the importance of digital
features for OEMs and thus the need to focus
vehicle development on digital components.

Obvious:
Digitalization of Driving Operations

Tricky:
Digitalization of Vehicle Development
The second aspect of digitalization is that
of vehicle development, to enable faster
development cycles while reducing costs and
improving quality. This aspect lags behind
in terms of innovation, as it cannot be solved only by using more computer power.
It requires significant changes in processes
that are very well established: Not the same
approach to product development - only faster - will lead to success. No, a substantially
new approach is required, in which i.e. virtual
models replace real tests up to 70-80 percent.

New Ways of Collaboration
The consequences are far-reaching. Because
the timely and comprehensive implementation of digital functions in vehicles is crucial
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for competitiveness, OEMs are noticeably
looking for direct contact with semiconductor companies like Infineon. Initiatives such
as FAST (Future Automotive Supply Tracks)
by the VW Group are a typical example of
how to shorten communication channels
and provide suppliers necessary insights into
the overall car system – with all its associated
challenges, like information overflow and quite different development processes in such
organizations.

“From Product Thinking to System
Understanding“ has established itself as
a central thrust for Infineon to develop
even better products.
VIRTUAL VEHICLE:
Boosting Digitalization
A deep understanding of the systems requires
a strong and close collaboration with experienced partners intensively working on system level. Due to the direct contact between
Infineon and OEMs, the corrective function of
traditional TIER1 suppliers has to be provided
by other partners, which leads us back to the
“Sense“ project. R&D partners like VIRTUAL
VEHICLE are an essential part of this new type
of cooperation. They not only deliver proven
methods for virtual vehicle development (like
co-simulation or model-based techniques
Stefan Rohringer studied computer science at Vienna University
of Technology and was department head at ASIC Design Center
with focus on design automation
at Siemens AG, Vienna. In 1999
he moved to Infineon Technologies Austria AG, as head of
the Development Center Graz.
Furthermore he is Deputy CTO
and Vice President at Infineon
Technologies Austria AG.
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using, e.g., high-fidelity models), they also
provide valuable feedback.
Newly developed products are brought into
joint projects at a very early stage and put
into operation and analyzed by VIRTUAL
VEHICLE. The results are created in an environment, without delivery constraints and
commercial dependencies, and give us very
quick, comprehensive, and unfiltered feedback on necessary optimizations. Conversely,
VIRTUAL VEHICLE benefits from the possibility
of using pre-series technologies to accelerate
the development of new virtual development
tools and methods that reach the limits of
current technology.

Outsmart Conventional Product
Development
The models developed by “Sense“ help us to
check and test sensors comprehensively and
promptly already in their development phase. And to ensure that the models also reflect
reality as far as possible, a second project was
recently launched with Design-ADF, in which
real products are used and measured to compare the resulting data with the developed
model data.
Projects like this help us step-by-step to
further shorten development cycles while
improving quality.

GSVF 2016

14th GRAZ SYMPOSIUM

VIRTUAL VEHICLE
GSVF 2017

May 4-5, 2021 | Graz, Austria
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Organized by:

#gsvf21

www.gsvf.at
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Follow
us online:

#AutoDrive VIRTUAL Final Meeting successfully
completed - with 61 international partners!
Technical and organizational contributions of
VIRTUAL VEHICLE during the last 3 years:
Fail-Operational C-AEB Ford Fusion
Safety-Gateway for Prototype vehicles
Fail-Operational Sensor-Fusion:
Pipeline for hot-swap sensor fusion
Safety-Analysis Safety-Analysis
and Standardisation
Fail-Operational Localization
Architecture & Simulation
https://autodrive-project.eu
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By creating room for new ideas, connecting
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you to be more succesful.
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DATA BEAM

TM

Synchronized Wireless Information Platform

...setting New Standards in Measurement
DB

DB
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DB

DB
DB

DB

Compact:

Multifunctional:

Modular design and
(optional) battery powered

Measure, process, store
and transfer data Swarm

Adaptive:

Capable:

Easily create modules
with new functionality

Synchronous wireless
sensor acquisition

WSN
TimeSync
Wireless
Control
Interface
Local
Data
Storage

Docker
Containers
Live Data
Monitoring
Linux
Embedded
WiFi/LTE
Cloud
Connect

databeam@v2c2.at

www.v2c2.at/databeam
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